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Formation Flying is, in essence, a form of advanced training.  In formation flying, you
learn precision teamwork and you learn to trust others as they learn to trust you.  It is a lot
of fun, but it also is a lot of responsibilities, as you will see.

In formation flying, tandem or single-seat aircraft are better for balance and visibility
reasons.  Also, the more power the aircraft has, the better, for it gets easier to adjust the
performance and speed differentials.

Most of the learning is done on the ground, not in the air.  You learn by thinking about it
and by visualising yourself at every moment in the planned flight.  At any moment, you
must know your exact relative position and your role in the formation and you must know
what manoeuvre comes next. You must be at least one step ahead of the game at all
times. If you are not, you might as well break up formation now, go back to the ground
and clear up any of the questions or misunderstandings you have.

In formation flying, elevators are used for vertical positioning and power is used to move
forward and backward to stay on a 45-degree line (called the eye-to-eye line or EEL)
with the rest of the formation.  Moving in and out on this 45-degree line requires rudder,
not aileron, which is reserved for wing matching with the Flight Leader (FL).  You will
learn to do whatever it takes to stay in position.  The airplane ahead of you must remain a
fixed point on your windshield.

We first learn to maintain horizontal position in a formation.  After a while, we will
practice vertical position changes, like on a roller coaster.  You then learn to anticipate
power reduction at the beginning of a climb (as lead slows, already in an ascent) and
power addition over the top (as lead accelerates in the descent).

The Lead pilot must think on behalf of the formation, he must communicate and he must
fly smoothly.  He must trust his wingmen.  He must be very consistent; plan for all issues
expected during the flight and must allow large enough power changes from the wingmen
for them to stay in position.

Wingmen are responsible for maintaining position and separation from Lead and others.
They must also alert other flight members of problems and emergencies.  They also need
to use the Lead as their horizon and their only reference used for flying. This means that
they must recognize any closing rate towards the Lead and correct it immediately.

A formation flight will have at least one section of two aircraft, also called elements.  For
example, a specific flight might have two sections of four elements each, for a total of
eight aircraft involved.
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A formation flight will normally take place from one airport, say Carleton Place, ON
(identifier CNR6), to another airport nearby, say Smiths Falls, ON (identifier CYSH), for
a landing at destination. Smiths Falls is situated about 20 miles south of Carleton Place.

For our purpose, we will use the example of a three-ship formation. The formation will
identify itself as “Challenger Blues”. The Flight Leader (FL) will be the formation’s most
experienced pilot in the lead position. We will assume here that all participants fly the
Quad City Aircraft Corp. Challenger II, a high-wing pusher with tandem seating.

For simplicity, the formation will adopt only two different positions while flying:

1) Echelon Right with stack down of 15 feet and a lateral position of one wing span
(30 feet) spacing.  This is the “tight” position; and

2) Echelon Right with stack down of 30 feet and 2-3 wing spans spacing.  This is the
“loose” position.

The Echelon Right formation will always execute turns to the left, unless specifically
directed by the FL.  From time to time, small corrections by the FL to the right may be
called upon.

Basic conditions:

1) Low cruise speed (60 MPH), trimmed, no flaps and no brakes;
2) Eye-to-eye line (EEL) maintained at all times.  Any loss of EEL will

constitute a reason to initiate a drift out of the flight and a subsequent
regrouping;

3) Acceptance of authority from FL, on the ground and in the air.  Any
disagreement will be discussed and resolved on the ground;

4) Any of the rules may be broken in the interest of safety;
5) At start-up, chat frequency will be 123.475 MHz; and
6) Attendance to pre-flight and post-flight briefings is mandatory.

The juicy details

Pre-flight briefing:

Let’s carry on with our example of a formation flight from Carleton Place to Smiths
Falls. Conducted by the Lead pilot, the rundown will include formation call signs,
weather, frequencies, flight destination, duration, altitude, airspeed, manoeuvres and
emergency procedures. This will be a long briefing, as all issues must be cleared up
before the flight.

Expect these points to be discussed in the pre-flight briefing:
- Formation call signs
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- Ground and air procedures
- Exercise to be performed
- Return to field, including rejoining the traffic pattern and landing
- Emergencies

There will be a “time hack” (adjusting everybody’s watch to the leaders’ time) and a
question session, as required. The wingmen will fly according to the four following
techniques:

- use the ailerons to match the wing bank with Lead;
- use the elevators to match any fuselage pitch;
- use the rudders to move laterally in and out from lead; and
- use the throttle to move forward and backward relative to the lead.

In flight, all wingmen need to know where their relative position must be.  You use at
least two sets of points for reference, one set for the forward distance from one another
(like on a 30-degree line backwards from lead) and one other set for lateral spacing.  One
of the two sets should also cover the vertical spacing.

Wingmen make constant little adjustments.  They always keep sight and maintain
separation from the closest airplane in front of them. For example, say you are part of a
flight doing a flight in echelon formation.  If you are Number two, you formate with
Lead.  If you are flying Number three, you must keep sight and maintain position with
(and separation from) Number two, whose aircraft must be directly in line with the Lead
aircraft.  Ideally, you see only one aircraft, all other aircraft are being masked by the
aircraft you are following.

Some airplanes are better suited than others for formation flying.  In general, high-wing
airplanes are poor choices, because of the limited visibility.  This being said, some high-
wing monoplanes with a back engine, like the Challenger ultralight, have a front seat
position ahead of the wing and are found in sufficient numbers to carry out interesting
formation flights.

Taxiing and taking off:

All aircraft in the formation shall match altimeter settings to the field elevation before
take-off.  Taxi spacing is two (2) airplane lengths (40 feet) and staggered with the odd
ones to the left (i.e. Number One and Number three), the even ones to the right.  All start
taxiing on the FL command and all hold short of the runway.  All will “Take position and
hold” on FL command.

Abort or failure will create confusion.  Taxiing onto the runway is the “cut off” point by
which you agree to pursue the formation flight.  If something isn’t right, whether it is
with the airplane or with anything else, do not follow the group onto the runway for
departure.  Sort out your issue(s) and depart later as a single ship.
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If need be, reverse taxi order will be used on narrow runways that have no parallel
taxiways to the end (example: Carleton Place for a departure on Runway 17). This will
be confirmed in the pre-flight briefing, before all get aboard their airplane.

When taxiing in formation, expect the Lead to:
- Taxi with consideration for the formation
- Taxi to a holding point, for everyone to do their last-minute checks
- Check by radio that the formation is ready
- Complete all vital actions before taking off

When taxiing in formation, expect the formation to:
- Stay at a correct distance from the aircraft in front
- Signal when ready, normally with a quick radio reply to the leader
- At the holding point, line up close to the Lead and perform all vital checks before

taking off

The formation starts rolling (smooth application of full power, trim neutral) once
authorization for take off has been received AND when the last airplane in the formation
announces “Number X in position”.  Every airplane starts rolling 3 seconds after the
previous one.  In strong crosswinds, increase the take off interval.

The whole formation keeps in trail, keeping relative positions (i.e. a little staggered to
stay out of each other’s turbulence) in the climb until the FL is out of the traffic pattern,
at 1,500 AGL and about 5 miles away from the airport. Only then do you start forming up
as a flight.  Spend the first few minutes concentrating on following and getting near the
aircraft in front of you.

Once everybody is ready to change to echelon right, the manoeuvre is done individually
for each flight, one aircraft at a time.  The FL will slow down to help his/her own flight
form up on Echelon right.

The EEL is about 45 degrees aft of the wing.  It runs downward about 10-15 degrees
from the horizon.  The EEL must be such that you can see the head of the pilot(s) ahead
very clearly against the sky.  If you don’t see his/her head, you can be sure he/she doesn’t
see you either. And that’s not good.

In the “loose” position, the EEL (distance between pilots) is about 100 feet with Wing tip
Clearance (WC) of at least 60 feet, i.e. two wing spans of empty lateral space between
aircraft.  In the “tight” position, the EEL is 50 feet and the WC is down to 30 feet or one
wing span.

At 5 miles out, expect the FL to tell the group to adopt the “loose” position. Each pilot in
succession will formate on the FL.  They will intercept the EEL and close in to position
up and down the EEL.
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Always maintain eyeball-to-eyeball contact with the airplane leading you.  Fly on your
own lead aircraft, not of the FL.  In formation, NEVER use ailerons to slide-in or drift
out, as it produce over-corrections and a “ripple effect” to be absorbed by your wingman.

On take off or landing, NEVER overlap wingtips.  This should be considered a deadly
practice.  If the runway is so narrow that you can’t take off or land with enough wingtip
clearance (like at Carleton Place or Lawrencetown), take off or land in single file with
more spacing between each airplane.

Flight cruising:

While flying an Echelon Right formation, no airplane shall break, pitch or bank into the
formation.  All formation turns will be to the left, smooth and steady.  Remember, you
have no ability to break quickly, that’s why your brain must fly at least 10 seconds ahead
of the airplane. That’s also why you do not relax when you fly in the tight formation
position.

Smoothness is the most desirable trait of a formation pilot and the following will help
develop this trait: use small early corrections and adjust your speed by trimming the
aircraft rather than using the throttle.  Any throttle change will create a “ripple effect”
with the aeroplanes behind.

When flying, all must exercise traffic watch.  Wingmen shall report to the FL the traffic,
using the “hour” system, followed by the word “High”, “Low” or “Level”.  If it is not a
collision course, use the expression “No factor”, something like this: “Blue Lead, this is
Number Two, traffic ten o’clock high, no factor”.

Join, rejoins and exits:

You can use the rejoin manoeuvre to bring aircraft together (or back together) quickly.
When in trail, pre-arrange with the FL ahead that he will be making a left turn and you
will “cut in” towards where the FL will be after the turn is completed. The more the turn
from the FL, the greater the “cut off” angle towards your aircraft, the faster the join/rejoin
will be.  Rejoining on the inside will require power reduction from the joining aircraft
within the last minute, so anticipate.  Joining on the outside (ex: joining in the Echelon
Right position when the FL does a 90-degree turn to the left) will be done under and
below the FL and his flight.  Power adjustments will be required, the FL probably
slowing down and the joining aircraft accelerating a bit to help complete the rejoin.  If the
“cut off” angle is not properly controlled, the ensuing overshoot will be below and behind
the lead aircraft.

If the rejoining aircraft looses sight of the formation during a rejoin, there is a potential
for an in-flight emergency.  The wingman calls “Out, no joy” and indicates where he is
(ex: “Level at 3,000 heading west”). The FL responds by giving the flight’s position (ex:
Lead level at 2,500, heading north”).  Use altitude for separation until you can spot the
others and request for another rejoin.
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If you want to exit the formation, request the FL before leaving.  Once authorized by the
FL, do a slow climb to 50 feet above the FL altitude, then slide to the left.  Add little
power, so the flight can move ahead and it will hasten the exiting aircraft gaining visual
reference with the whole flight.

Imagine now we want to separate one flight, say, Bravo Flight, from the formation.  We
always want the flight behind to separate.  The flight leading the formation should never
leave the original formation, because it is the reference point for all other flights in the
formation.  Here is how it will be done:

1) The original formation will hold course, smooth and steady.  The second FL,
once authorized by the Group Leader (GL), will say: “Bravo Lead has the
lead… Bravo Flight, standby to separate… Separate now”;

2) Very gently, at about 100-200 fpm, Bravo Flight will climb straight up at the
same power setting as per the original formation;

3) At 100 feet above the original formation, Bravo Flight shall drift LEFT about
1-2 degrees and continue climbing at 100-200 fpm; and

4) When Bravo Flight is at 200 feet above and 1,000 feet left of the original
formation, the separation will be considered complete.

There are a few cautions in doing flight separations.  They are as follows:

1) The front FL (as in “A” Flight) should never leave the original formation
because he is the reference point for both flights;

2) No FL should change any power setting, especially when Flight #2 is in the
process of climbing or drifting away from the formation.  The natural
tendency is to add full power and to climb smartly.  THIS IS A MISTAKE.
That would make some or all of the formation disappear below and behind.  If
all goes well, the climbing action should slow down Flight #2 and the rest of
the formation will move slightly ahead, in full (and safe) view of Flight #2;

3) Radio calls must be minimal in order to leave the channel open, in case
something goes wrong; and

4) Separation is probably safer from the “tight” rather than the “loose” position,
but I’ll leave it to you to experiment!

5) Once separation is complete, the separated flight might want to switch to a
discrete frequency to carry on with their separate agenda.

If your own airplane gets separated from the formation and you want to rejoin, but you
don’t see the formation anymore, here is how to reunite with the formation:

1) Radio contact should be made between the FL and the “lost” airplane only.  Too
many voices tend to create more problems than they solve;

2) As soon as possible, the lost airplane should match the formation’s magnetic
heading.  This doesn’t bring them together, but it prevents things from getting any
worse;
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3) The lost airplane should match the formation’s altitude MINUS 100 FEET and
match the formation’s speed;

4) From that point, ground reference (if visibility permits) is the easiest way to
proceed.  Can both of us see the Town to the west of the river?

5) Continue flying towards the same goal, regularly exchanging info between the FL
and the lost aircraft until something common is seen by both pilots.  Then
converge towards the next common sight, etc.

Turning:

It is to the wingman’s best interest to stay close during turns.  Otherwise, the wingman
will need to add considerable power to stay in position.  There is no change in altitude in
an echelon turn and all aeroplanes will match the wing inclination of the aircraft they are
following.  Wing tip clearance (WTC) is increased in all Echelon turns.

While flying in the Echelon Right position, the vast majority of the turns will be to the
left.  As much as possible, no airplane shall break, pitch or bank into the formation,
especially the FL.

In a left turn, the wingman needs to add power and to climb slightly and match the FL.
Of course, there will be an occasional turn to the right.  When the FL turns towards the
wingman, he announces the turn if it is not expected, the wingman reduces power,
descends slightly and banks to match the FL.

With the exception of the break on landing, all formation turns must be small 5-degree
turns, smooth and steady.  All wingmen should slide over together on the inside of the
turn.  However, no one should be ahead of the aircraft he is following.

Changing positions in flight:

Position changes inside a formation during flight should not occur nor be encouraged.  In
case you need to do one, here is the procedure:

1) Always clear first, move slowly and control aggressive tendencies;
2) Push the nose down slightly to an altitude 20 feet below the altitude of your new

position;
3) Slide with the rudder only.  Do not use ailerons; and
4) Climb gently into the new position.

Never take your eyes off the lead aircraft forward of your old and new positions.
Standard cross-under is a smooth sliding manoeuvre in S-L-O-W motion.

If more than one aircraft needs to be moved, it is best to move the airplane closest to the
front of the formation first.  Get him out of the way, and then bring the rear aircraft
forward.  Move only one airplane at any time.
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Changing places must NEVER be attempted during a manoeuvre.  All formation aircraft
wings must be straight and level.  After changing places, each aircraft involved shall then
change its number to the new flight position number.

Example: executing a low approach at Smiths Falls:

Let’s imagine there is a light southwest breeze, we take off southbound from Runway 17
in Carleton Place and Runway 24 is in use at Smiths Falls.  Departing from the Carleton
Place Airport, all aircraft take their own spot in the formation, flying in a loose formation
at 1,900 feet ASL before we get close to Smiths Falls.  Expect a 30-minute practice up
and down the road to Smiths Falls (Highway 15) at 1,900 ASL.  Once the FL is satisfied
with the practice, he will direct the formation towards Smiths Falls.

At any time, if a descent is required, it will only begin when the FL announces “Blues
Lead, starting descent now”.  Descent will be done with trim, so no throttle adjustments
are made.  A GPS will be a big help to the FL in making the decision as to where to begin
descent.

At 10 miles out from Smiths Falls, 1,900 ASL, the FL will announce “Stand by for
frequency change to Smiths Falls, frequency 122.7, go to loose formation for cockpit
check”.  This will be the time for everybody to make sure all is well with their ship and
the proper landing gear is selected.

At 1,900 ASL over the town of Smiths Falls, 5-7 miles away, before entering the Airport
zone, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, close it up to tight formation, go Smiths Falls
frequency 122.7 now”.

Soon after, on 122.7 MHz, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, check in”.  All will quickly
reply to the call on the radio.  It should sound like “Blues Two, Blues Three, etc.”

Following that, the FL will contact Smiths Falls.  If possible, he will obtain from
UNICOM the barometer setting (the FL must reset his altimeter), the runway in use and
the reported traffic.

The FL will lead the formation on a wide downwind leg, outside of the normal circuit for
Runway 24 and gradually to the final leg of Runway 24.  Once smartly established two
(2) miles back, the FL will call Smiths Falls, saying “Smiths Falls traffic, Challenger
Blues, two miles on Final, Runway 24, will do a low approach with a straight-out
departure, Runway 24”.  Traffic might be reported, in which case the FL will
acknowledge and act accordingly.

Our low approach will be done at about 100 feet AGL.  The Smiths Falls airfield stands
at 416 feet ASL, so expect our low approach to be executed at 500 ASL, or about 100
feet from the runway surface. On the overshoot, the FL will maintain 500 feet ASL over
near the end of Runway 24.  At this point, the FL will make a slow, gradual climb
straight ahead towards the Town of Smiths Falls.  Once well clear of the airfield, the FL
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will slightly increase the power and establish a slow climb (200 ft/min) to 2,000 feet
ASL.

Once established in the climb, the FL will transmit the formation’s intention.  It will be
something like this: “Smiths Falls traffic, Challenger Blues, formation of three
Challengers on the overshoot, Runway 24, will make a wide left-hand circling manoeuvre
over Smiths Falls, 2,000 ASL, will call 5 miles north of Smiths Falls, leaving the zone to
the north, 2,000 ASL, destination Carleton Place”.  Once north of the City in a
northbound direction, another call will be made by the FL: “Smiths Falls traffic,
Challenger Blues, 5 miles north of Smiths Falls, 2,000 feet, leaving your zone,
destination Carleton Place”.

Example coming back to a landing at Carleton Place:

Once out of the Smiths Falls airspace, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, let’s go tactical
frequency now”, signalling the radio frequency change to 123.475 MHz, the formation’s
chat frequency.  Once the frequency change is done, the FL will instruct all to go “loose
formation” for people to relax and do another round of cockpit checks.

At 8 miles south of Carleton Place, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, close it up to tight
formation”.  Soon after, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, go Carleton Place frequency
123.2 now”.  At about 7 miles, the FL will say “Challenger Blues, check in”, to which
everybody will answer in sequence with their formation call sign (i.e. Blues Two, Blues
Three, etc.).

The next call will be the FL broadcasting the formation’s presence and intentions:
“Carleton Place traffic, Challenger Blues, formation of (so many) Challenger ultralights,
presently five miles to the south, 1,900 feet (ASL), inbound for landing”.

At 3 miles, the FL’s message will be more detailed: “Carleton Place traffic, Challenger
Blues, formation of (so many) Challengers, three miles to the south, 1,900 feet, inbound
for landing, will call 2 miles Final, Runway 17, for an overhead break at 1,900 feet, full
stop landing”.

When flying formation, you don’t want to come up overhead, as per the normal
aerodrome joining procedures.  It would be too tight a process to accomplish it as a
formation.  Instead, with Runway 17 in use, the FL, using wide left turns and maintaining
a 60-MPH cruise speed, will bring the formation upwind, about 3 miles back on final,
1,900 feet ASL.  At 2 miles back, the FL will say “Carleton Place traffic, Challenger
Blues, formation of (so many) Challenger ultralights, two miles back, Runway 17, 1,900
feet for the overhead break, followed by a left hand downwind Runway 17, full stop”.

In the meantime, the FL gets lined up parallel and to the right of the active runway.  This
allows the FL to always see the runway threshold.  At this point, the whole formation
should tighten up, and look sharp.  All pilots should check for traffic.  If any traffic is
seen, it must be reported on the radio.
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The break point is when the formation is even with the runway threshold.  The FL will be
the first one to break, followed by each other airplane, 3-second apart.  The break must be
sharp and snappy.  It is a 45-degree bank with a 90-degree turn to the crosswind leg, all
the way down, squaring off all corners.

For the FL, it is diving at 1,000 fpm, with reduced power, maintaining 60 MPH, to join
the downwind leg at 1,400 ASL (1,000 AGL) with a sharp 45-degree bank, 90-degree
turn.  Once on the downwind leg, the FL should be even with the runway threshold.
From there, he carries on with a normal Base and Final legs to the runway, keeping up his
60 MPH speed.

Three seconds after the FL breaks (for timing, all should look at the aircraft in front of
them and, on the moment it turns left, mutter to themselves the phrase “One thousand and
one, one thousand and two, one thousand and three” before breaking), the second
wingman breaks.  He follows the same procedures, with a sharp 45-degree bank, 90-
degree turn to downwind, to Base and later to Final.

Except for the FL, all wingmen will keep the power on until they get onto the downwind
and even with the runway threshold.  From the downwind leg to the turn to Final, all
aircraft should be following each other in trail until they come to the Final leg.

This high airspeed will be most unusual for the inexperienced.  Novice pilots will feel
they are going to run into the back end of the lead airplane.  Remember, we are aiming at
300 feet apart and 5-second intervals for the landing.  If, for some reason, you feel you
are too close from the plane in front, move slightly to the right of the lead airplane and
extend your separation by extending your circuit on the outside.  Still, make those sharp
turns on Base and on Final.

Once on Final, all odd number aircraft, starting with the FL, will line up and land on the
left side of the runway, while all even aircraft in the formation will aim for the right side.
When on short Final and just about to land, if you are coming too hot, OFFSET THE
RUNWAY 100 FEET TO YOUR SIDE, add power and go around.  Offsetting will
indicate to the pilots behind you what is happening.  On the overshoot, rejoin the circuit
at your discretion and as a single ship.

Coming up over the threshold, spot land at your location on the runway and free-wheel to
the end.  If you can, add some power and air-taxi a little further down the runway to give
plenty of space to the pilot(s) behind you. Keep on moving to the ramp at the far end

If you are to land on Runway 35 at Carleton Place, which is a runway requiring a
backtrack, after landing and fast taxiing to the end of the runway, turn 90 degrees towards
the runway centre and stop on the runway, as close as possible to the edge.  Look at the
landing aircraft and be ready to exit onto the grass if a landing aircraft comes too hot or
has to go around.  Once everyone is down and stopped, turn back towards the far south
exit end of the runway, taxi back to the ramp.  If the runway has a parallel taxiway, use
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the next end exit to the parallel taxiway.  If the runway has no parallel taxiway to the end,
like Runway 35 at Carleton Place, taxi back to the ramp by backtracking onto the runway
in reverse order. Wait for a radio command from your FL and move in unison.  It will
look sharp to anyone observing on the ramp.

Here are a few additional remarks on landings in general:

1) Do not use flaps or brakes on landing, but make a low threshold approach and
stagger spot landing;

2) Think of your aircraft as a constant-speed vehicle.  The only time you should be
any other speed than 60 MPH is immediately after take off and immediately
before landing;

3) Don’t be shy, use your trim for speed control.  If your indicated (not calibrated)
air speed  in steady formation flight is, say, 62 MPH, use the trim to set your
aircraft speed for “hands off” flying at 62 MPH AND LEAVE IT THERE;

4) Make all your power changes VERY SLOWLY.  It will prevent shock cooling for
your engine and it will not surprise any wingman behind you;

5) The lead airplane must come high enough to clear all trees and power lines safely,
since his wingman is affixed to him and not watching the runway approach path.
The lead airplane shall land with some amount of power (and air taxi towards the
end, if possible) to allow his wingman the option of slowing down with a lesser
power setting.  Once on the runway, the leading airplane shall keep the speed up
and free-wheel to the end with no use of the brakes;

6) Wing tip Clearance (WC) is important.  They should never overlap, not in the air
on Final (you should be staggered) and neither on the ground when free-wheeling
to the end;

7) If one of the landing aircraft gets in some sort of trouble when landing, he/she
should do his/her best to exit onto his/her side of the runway and leave the runway
clear to all others; and

8) The common error in formation landing is to obtain too much spacing and time on
landing. So try to keep it tight.

Post-flight debriefing:

Equally important is the post-flight debriefing. This allows each member a chance to
provide and receive feedback.  What went “not-so-right” according to your perspective
and what can be improved for the next time?

Air turbulence:

Turbulence affects a “loose” formation in a chaotic way: all aeroplanes bounce around in
different directions.  At closer spacing, the turbulence makes aeroplanes bounce around
together and the differential is less dramatic.  If you fly a “loose” formation in turbulent
air, don’t mind a certain amount of up and down movement.  Try to “average” the
bouncing around of the group.
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Emergencies:

Take off probably is the most dangerous time for something to happen to a flight
formation.  As soon as you apply power on the runway, you have to be ready for anything
to happen very quickly.

On take off, if you blow a tire, get off the runway immediately, preferably on your side.
If you have a mechanical (or other) failure, continue straight ahead down the runway to
the end very quickly.  Immediately announce “Blues Number___, aborting”.  This will
caution all aircraft behind you.

If someone aborts ahead of you, you must look forward, chop power, rudder away from
the aborting plane and possibly use brakes, all this in quick succession.  In the meantime,
the aborting aircraft must do everything he can to get out of the way of departing aircraft
behind him.  If the wingman can get past the emergency, he must continue taking off to
clear the scene.

During the flight, if something happens to you and your airplane, do not expect the
formation to stop for you.  Expect the formation to note your position, carry on to
destination and then care for you once the formation has landed at the other end.

In the case of in-flight emergency in an echelon right formation, go DOWN, then to the
left.  Never break, pitch out or peel off to the right.

It is extremely dangerous to remain in formation when penetrating clouds.  If a wingman
loses visual contact, that wingman must radio “Blues Number ___ has lost visual contact,
separating now”!  Never try to re-establish visual contact immediately after it is lost.
Like for any emergency, get away from a possible collision course by going down then to
the left, while you still can.

Radios:

As described in the Team RV Formation Training Guide: “The key to the art of formation
flying has nothing to do with flying at all, it’s communicating.”

No matter what the reason, a wingman is obligated to fly proper position OR
communicate why he is not where he is supposed to be. This implies one of four (4)
forms of communication: hand signals, plane signals, body language and voice.  The
fourth method also implies the availability of functioning radios.

Radios are a pain, but they increase safety when you fly in formation.  Radio discipline is
very important; otherwise radios can be detrimental to the safety of the whole flight.  A
strict minimum of radio transmissions will be used.  Any airplane inbound may give the
flight a clue that traffic is coming.
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Chat frequency will be 123.475 MHz.  If congestion is encountered on that frequency, the
alternate Chat frequency will be 123.15 MHz.

Always use the Chat frequency for engine start, even at a UNICOM or an airstrip with no
radio.  Once the engine run-up is completed, then switch to the proper airport frequency
before taxiing. The whole series of frequencies will be briefed beforehand and may be
amended by Lead, as required.

Remember: a good formation is a quiet formation.  There are only two (2) radio calls
Lead wants to hear from Two: either “Two” or “Lead, you are on fire!”

Hand signals:

If for some reason your radio doesn’t work or ceases functioning during the flight,
continue as per normal with the formation.  Just stick to your lead airplane.  At any time,
hand signals can be used as follows:

1) Recognition is nodding the head YES or shaking it NO.  Do it slowly and very
pronounced;

2) If the recipient does not understand, he should do nothing, but continue looking at
the pilot giving the signal.  Putting your hand over your eyes like trying to shade
them from the sun means to GIVE THE SIGNAL AGAIN;

3) Five fingers spread out against the window or windshield means STANDBY TO
RECEIVE HAND SIGNALS AND MESSAGE.  Maybe you should get closer or
in better position to receive the message;

4) To START or RUN UP ENGINES, point up with the index and draw a 10-inch
circle numerous times;

5) While on the ground, I’M READY is placing your fist on the instrument panel
with the thump pointing up.  If you hold your fist and thumb up, you are asking
ARE YOU READY?  If one answers by holding his fist up and then rolling it to
point thumbs down, he is answering NO, NOT YET;

6) To TAKEOFF, point up with the index and draw a 10-inch circle numerous times,
followed by the fist forward;

7) In flight, GO FASTER is the same signal as TAKEOFF. The signal REDUCE
POWER is the same, but the fist is pulled back, like working a throttle;

8) To say to someone WAIT, hold your hand up with the palm toward the receiver.
The thumb should be tucked in and not sticking out;

9) To say IGNORE MY LAST SIGNAL, hold your hand up and palm toward the
receiver, then swing it side to side as you would if erasing a blackboard;

10) For NUMBERS, fingers pointing vertical denotes one to five, while fingers
pointing horizontal (or forward) denotes six to ten;

11) To join a formation, point at yourself, which means “I”.  Then, make a fist and
hold it up in front of you meaning FORM UP.  The signal means “I will form up”
then point at him.  The signals mean “I will form up on you”.  To acknowledge,
the lead should reply by pointing at you, holding a fist, then pointing at him,
meaning “You form up on me”;
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12) When your leader blows you a kiss, you must LEAVE THE FORMATION.
When a wingman blows a kiss, it means he is leaving the formation;

13) To CLOSE IT UP, pat the shoulder closest to your wingman.  Do it with the
opposite (usually left) hand;

14) To SPACE OUT or MOVE BACK, hold a flat hand with the palm toward the
wingman and use a push away motion, like patting the window several times.
Fingers should point up and the thumb should be at 90 degrees to the side;

15) To indicate a change in HEADING OR DIRECTION, hold the hand flat, with
fingers and palm sideways and with fingers kept together, pointing in the
direction you are going to go or want to go.  Use a chopping motion in the vertical
plane to emphasise the change;

16) To signal LEVELL OFF, hand flat with palm down and move it forward and
back;

17) To CLIMB OR DESCEND TO AN ASL ALTITUDE, hand flat with palm down
and pointing fingers up (or down) at a 45-degree angle, then move the hand up
and back (or down and back) several times.  Next, give two numbers… the first
one is thousands and the second is either a 5 (for 500 feet) or a zero (or “OK”)
sign for 000.  This is good to 5,500 Feet ASL;

18) To HOLD THAT POSITION in flight, the fist held up, followed by the “OK”
thumb up sign, meaning holding that position is OK;

19) For radio signals, TALK TO ME is to point the index finger at your mouth.  To
say LISTEN TO ME, point your index finger at your ear.  To say I CAN’T HEAR
YOU, hold the fist to your ear and motion your head sideways many times; and

20) To signal a CHANNEL CHANGE, tap your ear with two fingers, then hold up
fingers for channel numbers.  Example: 1-2-3-4-5.

More signals can be developed, for example, to change from one kind of formation to
another.  The selection above is meant to remain simple for the purpose of our specific
flight.  If there is any additional hand signals you think would of benefit to all of us, let
the author know and it will get published.

Leadership:

Imagine we are six Challengers wanting to participate.  We will then split the
“Challenger Blues” formation into two flights.  The first flight will be called “Alpha” and
the second flight will be called “Bravo”.  The individual calls signs will then be as
follows: Alpha Lead, Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two and Bravo
Three.

When the number of aircraft is more than five, we normally split the formation into
flights and we designate a Group leader (GL).  The GL usually is the formation’s most
experienced pilot.  He sits at the rear of the formation (say, in the Bravo Three spot) so he
can observe, oversee, provide advice and teach as the formation flies.  This also allows
the FL, way in front, to concentrate on leading the whole formation and his own flight.
The GL will do the radio calls for the formation.
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The FL, more than all others, must limit the movement of his throttle.  Every time he
adjusts his throttle very slowly, otherwise it creates a “ripple effect” in the rest of the
formation.

All pilots must know the FL’s job and duties.  All pilots must be very predictable.  All
pilots should anticipate corrections for smoother control.

When the FL or any lead pilot looks back and cannot see his wingman, he will consider
any of the following:

1) His wingman has developed some sort of trouble;
2) His wingman is unable to control his aircraft in formation; or
3) His wingman has become tired and no longer cares.

The wingman should never have his lead airplane guessing where he is.  Stay in your lead
airplane’s sight. If you can’t or don’t want to stay in position, say so.  Also consider
leaving the formation.

Annex “A” attached will give you a detailed example of what you will expect to hear on
the air from an ultralight formation of six Challengers departing from the Rector’s Field
in Lawrencetown, NS, to do a full stop landing at the King’s County Municipal Airport in
Waterville, NS (CCW3).

Parting thoughts:

We are civilian pilots and we fly formation for fun. As a flight leader, you promise to be
smooth, consistent, decisive and clear with a fair amount of tact. As a wingman, you
promise to fly formation properly and not endanger your flight companions.

Formation flying requires skill, judgement, discipline and a proper attitude towards
safety.  Fly your airplane, don’t just ride in it.

Formation flying accidents happen because:

1) Aeroplanes can’t see each other;
2) The closing speed between two ships is too great;
3) Pilots operate independently from each other; and
4) Pilots fail to move in the safest direction.

Now that you know what to do and what NOT to do, let’s go and…
Let’s all have a great flight!

Claude Roy
Challenge Aviation Inc.
613-836-7243
Email: arm-roy@bell.net
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EASTBELLO 2014
ANNEX “A” TO FORMATION FLYING BASICS

FLIGHT FROM LAWRENCETOWN TO WATERVILLE, N.S.

For this formation flight, we will assume one group (Challenger Blues) consisting of two
flights (Alpha and Bravo) of three Challengers each. For simplicity, the Group Leader
(GL) will also be Alpha Lead. Let’s assume the winds are light from the southwest.
Runway 27 is in use in Waterville and Runway 18 is in use at Rector Field.  Let’s also
assume radio frequency at Rector Field is 123.2 MHz. Radio transmissions to be
expected are as follows:

On 123.475 MHz, on the ground at the Rector’s Field, Lawrencetown, NS:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check-in;
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Challenger Blues, start your engines;
4) GL: Challenger Blues, stand by to taxi, go Lawrencetown UNICOM

frequency 123.2.

On 123.2 MHz, on the ground at the Lawrencetown Airport:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check in:
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Lawrencetown UNICOM, Challenger Blues, formation of six ultralights,

taxiing for Runway 18 Lawrencetown;
4) Alpha Lead ready, Alpha Two ready, Alpha Three ready, etc;
5) GL: Lawrencetown Traffic, Challenger Blues, taking position for group

departure, Runway 18 Lawrencetown;
6) Bravo Three (last airplane on the runway): Bravo Three in position;
7) GL: Lawrencetown Traffic, Challenger Blues, taking off Runway 18

Lawrencetown.

On 123.2 MHz, in the air at Lawrencetown:

1) GL: Lawrencetown Traffic, Challenger Blues, 5 miles to the east, 1,300 feet
ASL, leaving your zone;

2) GL: Challenger Blues, go Tactical Frequency now.

On 123.475 MHz, east of Lawrencetown and west of CFB Greenwood’s airspace:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check-in;
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Challenger Blues, Echelon right, loose position, by flight, at your own

time;
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4) GL: Challenger Blues, Echelon Right, close it up to tight position now;
5) GL: Challenger Blues, go to loose position now;
6) GL: (after a few practice runs up and down Highway 101) Challenger Blues,

final run towards CFB Greenwood and Waterville;
7) Bravo Lead: Roger;
8) GL: Challenger Blues, close it up to tight position, standby to change

frequency to CFB Greenwood, frequency 119.5;
9) GL: Challenger Blues, let’s go 119.5 now.

On 119.5 MHz, transiting through the CFB Greenwood airspace:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check-in;
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Greenwood Tower, Challenger Blues, formation of six Challenger

ultralights, 5 miles to the west, request transiting through your zone, 1,500
feet ASL, destination Waterville,  will call leaving the zone to the east;

4) (CFB Greenwood Tower should agree and let us through);
5) GL: Greenwood Tower, Challenger Blues, 5 miles to the east, 1,500 feet,

leaving your zone, destination Waterville;
6) GL: Challenger Blues, let’s go Tactical frequency now.

On 123.475 MHz, en route to Waterville:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check-in;
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Challenger Blues, go to loose position, do your cockpit checks;
4) GL: Challenger Blues, close it up to tight formation, go Waterville frequency

122.8 now;

On 122.8 MHz, entering the Waterville airspace:

1) GL: Challenger Blues, check-in;
2) All: Alpha Two, Alpha Three, Bravo Lead, Bravo Two, Bravo Three;
3) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, formation of six ultralights, 5 miles

to the west, 1,500 feet ASL, inbound for landing Runway 27;
4) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, formation of six ultralights, 3 miles

to the south, 1,500 feet ASL, inbound for landing Runway 27:
5) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, formation of six ultralights, 2 miles

on final, Runway 27 at 1,000 feet ASL, for the overhead break, Runway 27,
followed by a left-hand downwind Runway 27, full stop;

6) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, left-hand downwind Runway 27, full
stop;

7) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, final Runway 27, full stop;
8) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, backtracking Runway 27 to the

ramp;
9) GL: Waterville traffic, Challenger Blues, clear of Runway 27.
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Once you are off the runway in use, go automatically to frequency 123.475 MHz where
we will be able to chat between ourselves.

On departure from Waterville, should you wish to participate in a return group flight with
others, apply the same RT procedure as described for the departure from the Rector Field
in Lawrencetown, starting with frequency 123.475 MHz to be used for engine start.

Have a good flight!

Claude Roy
613-836-7243
Email: arm-roy@bell.net
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EASTBELLO 2014
ANNEX “B” TO FORMATION FLYING BASICS

REFERENCE MATERIAL

Websites:

Bonanzas to Oshkosh, www.B2OSH.org

Formation & Safety team (F.A.S.T.), http://FlyFAST.org

North American Trainer Association, www.NorthAmericanTrainer.org

RedStar Pilots Association, www.FlyRedStar.org

T-34 Association, www.t-34.com

Team RV, www.TeamRV.us

West Coast Ravens, www.WestCoastRavens.com

Study Materials:

From Formation & Safety Team:

FAST National Formation Manual
FAST Formation Maneuvers Guide

From T-34 Association:

T-34 Formation Manual, 4th Edition ($10)

From Team RV:

National Formation Manual
Naval Air Command Primary Formation Manual
Team RV Formation Training Guide


